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Exam Overview

The AP Biology Exam assesses student understanding of the science 
practices and learning objectives outlined in the course framework. The exam 
is 3 hours long and includes 60 multiple-choice questions and 6 free-response 

both sections of the exam. The details of the exam, including exam weighting 
and timing, can be found below:

Number of Exam 
Section Question Type Questions Weighting Timing

I Multiple-choice questions 60 50% 90 
minutes

II Free-response questions 6 50% 90 
minutes

Question 1: Interpreting and Evaluating 
Experimental Results (8–10 pts)

Question 2: Interpreting and Evaluating 
Experimental Results with Graphing  
(8–10 pts)
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The exam assesses content from each of four big ideas for the course:

1. Evolution

2. Energetics

3. Information Storage and Transmission
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The exam also assesses each of the eight units of the course with the following 

exam weightings on the multiple-choice section of the AP Exam:

Unit Exam Weighting

1: 8–11%

2: 10–13%

3: 12–16%

4: 10–15%

5: 8–11%

6: Gene Expression and Regulation 12–16%

7: Natural Selection 13–20%

8: 10–15%
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How Student Learning Is 
Assessed on the AP Exam

All six AP Biology science practices are assessed on every AP Exam in the multiple-choice and free-response  

Science Practice Multiple-Choice Section Free-Response Section

Individual and/or set-based multiple-

choice questions assess students’ 

ability to explain biological concepts, 

processes, and models presented in 

4, and 5 include one or two points 

per question that assess Science 

Students will need to describe and 

explain these concepts, processes, 

and models in both conceptual and 

Individual and/or set-based multiple-

choice questions will assess 

students’ ability to analyze visual 

representations of biological  

Students will need to describe 

characteristics of a biological 

concept, process, or model 

represented visually, as well as 

explain relationships between these 

students will need to explain how 

biological concepts or processes 

represented visually relate to larger 

biological principles, concepts, 

Free-response question 5 focuses 

Individual and/or set-based multiple-

choice questions will assess 

students’ ability to determine 

Students will need to identify or 

pose a testable question, state the 

null and alternative hypotheses or 

predict the results of an experiment, 

identify experimental procedures, 

approximately half of the points for 

continued on next page
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Science Practice Multiple-Choice Section Free-Response Section

Individual and/or set-based multiple-

choice questions will assess 

students’ ability to describe data from 

Students will need to identify 

trends or patterns, and describe 

relationships between variables

focus on Science Practice 4, with 

approximately half of the points for 

assesses this practice in one or  

Individual and/or set-based multiple-

choice questions will assess students’ 

ability to perform statistical tests and 

mathematical calculations to analyze 

Students will need to perform 

mathematical calculations, use 

chi-square hypothesis testing, and 

assess students’ ability to perform 

students’ ability to use data to 

Individual and/or set-based  

multiple-choice questions will 

assess students’ ability to develop 

claims, support claims with evidence, 

and provide reasoning to justify 

will need to explain relationships 

larger biological concepts, processes, 

occasionally three points per question 
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Section I: Multiple-Choice

with the following exam weightings:

Science Practice Exam Weighting

1: 25–33%

2: 16–24%

3: 8–14%

4: 8–14%

5: 8–14%

6: 20–26%

Section II: Free-Response
The second section of the AP Biology Exam includes two long questions, and four 

Free-response question 1: Interpreting and Evaluating Experimental Results is an 8 

following in four question parts:

 

 

Free-response 2: Interpreting and Evaluating Experimental Results with Graphing 

following in four question parts:

  

 

 

 

 is a 4-point question that 

assesses students’ ability to do the following in four question parts:
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Free-response question 4: Conceptual Analysis is a 4-point question that presents 

students with an authentic scenario describing a biological phenomenon with 

 

 

 

Free-response question 5: Analyze Model or Visual Representation is a 4-point 

question that presents students with a description of an authentic scenario 

ability to do the following in four question parts:

 

 

 

Free-response question 6: Analyze Data is a 4-point question that presents students 

students’ ability to do the following in four question parts:
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Task Verbs Used 
in Free-Response 
Questions

The following task verbs are commonly used in the free-response questions:

Calculate: 

algebraic expressions, properly substituted numbers, and correct labeling of 

Construct/Draw: 

Describe: 

Determine: 

Evaluate: 

Explain: Provide information about how or why a relationship, process, 

pattern, position, situation, or outcome occurs, using evidence and/or 

analyzing the relationship, process, pattern, position, situation, or outcome; 

Identify: 

Justify: Provide evidence to support, qualify, or defend a claim, and/or provide 

Make a claim: 

Predict/Make a prediction: 

disruption to, one or more components in a relationship, pattern, process, or 

Represent:

tables of numerical values to describe biological concepts, characteristics, 

State

Support a claim: Provide reasoning to explain how evidence supports or 
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